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Greenworks Commercial 82-volt tools provide all the power of gas without the hassle, making it the clear choice to replace your gas operated tools. 82-volt 

battery technology, partnered with superior brushless motors and commercial grade construction, makes Greenworks Commercial equipment perfect for landscape 

professionals. Greenworks Commercial lithium-ion batteries deliver longer life, greater and more reliable power, and quick recharge times. They can be recharged 

at any time without creating a “memory effect” and they operate in a wider temperature range. Greenworks Commercial 82-volt batteries are light-weight and 

environmentally safe, as lithium is nonhazardous and recyclable waste.

WHY
 GREENWORKS     
 COMMERCIAL?
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Greenworks Commercial tools are powered by brushless motors, making them up to 50% quieter than gas-powered tools. This quiet operation allows you to work 

in sites where there are noise restrictions in place. Quieter operation means you can start your day earlier, get to more jobs, and work later – all without disturbing 

your clients.

QUIET.

Greenworks Commercial power equipment starts with either the push of a button or the squeeze of a trigger – no more pulling a cord. Start and restart easily. The 

brushless motor technology of Greenworks Commercial tools drastically reduces vibrations as compared to gas-powered equipment. Light-weight tools with reduced 

vibrations means less user fatigue, resulting in extended use and an easier week of work.

EASY TO OPERATE.

No fluctuating fuel costs. No mixing. No spills. No smelling like fuel and exhaust all day long. Greenworks Commercial tools deliver commercial grade power without 

the mess and smell of gas and oil, so you can breathe easy.  Charging a battery is a fraction of the cost of a tank of gas, significantly lowering operating costs.

NO GAS. NO OIL. NO FUMES.

Greenworks Commercial equipment requires less maintenance than traditional gas-powered equipment. No carburetors to service, no lines to be replaced, no oil 

to change, no replacing spark plugs, no cleaning air filters… means no down time. With Greenworks Commercial, the tools are ready to work when you are. 

When you make a living with your tools, you want something that you can rely on, and will deliver the power and performance you need. The battery technology 

and brushless motors of Greenworks Commercial deliver just that - reliable commercial grade power without the hassle of gas.

LOW MAINTENANCE.
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Commercial
Grade Power

Greenworks Commercial boasts 10 years of manufacturing experience as a leader of lithium-ion technology for outdoor power equipment. Greenworks Commercial 

82-volt battery technology partnered with superior brushless motor technology and commercial grade construction delivers the most powerful commercial grade tool 

on the market.

WITH ADVANCED BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

- 82-volt lithium-ion batteries deliver commercial grade power

- Multifunction battery: The same battery powers the entire 
 range of tools

COMMERCIAL GRADE POWER

- Eliminates pull cords – simply push a button or pull a trigger to start

- Instant start-up in hot or cold weather

- No mixing. No spills. No smelling like fuel and exhaust all day long.

USER & CLIENT FRIENDLY

- Zero emissions, zero exhaust

- No fuel, mix or stabilizer required

- Recyclable battery

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE

- Save in annual operating costs – no fuel, no mix, no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs or air filters

- 2-Year tool warranty

- 2-Year battery warranty

COST-EFFECTIVE

 * Use of GL 400, GL 500, AWP 100 and GL 900 is not recommended or encouraged with GS 180.
 ** Use of AWP 100 and GL 900 is not recommended or encouraged with GS 100.
 † GB 600 requires use of AWP 100 or GL 900.

Even after 500 charges, the battery retains over 70% capacity
AVERAGE LIFE CYCLE BATTERY CHARGES500

2.5 Ah BATTERYBATTERY POWER

PRODUCT RUN TIMES

4.0 Ah BATTERY 5.0 Ah BATTERY 900 Wh BATTERY

String Trimmer
GT 160

UP TO 25 MIN UP TO 35 MIN UP TO 41 MIN UP TO 90 MIN

Hedge Trimmer
GH 260

UP TO 84 MIN UP TO 135 MIN UP TO 168 MIN UP TO 420 MIN

Chainsaw*

GS 180
UP TO 175 CUTS --- --- ---

Pole Saw**

GS 100
UP TO 105 CUTS UP TO 195 CUTS UP TO 240 CUTS ---

Axial Blower
GB 500

UP TO 17 MIN UP TO 26 MIN UP TO 34 MIN UP TO 84 MIN

Dedicated Axial Blower†

GB 600
UP TO 15 MIN UP TO 21 MIN UP TO 27 MIN UP TO 66 MIN

Backpack Blower
GBB 600

UP TO 19 MIN UP TO 26 MIN UP TO 35 MIN ---

Lawn Mower 
GM 210

UP TO 35 MIN UP TO 66 MIN UP TO 84 MIN ---
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Superior
Brushless Technology

Greenworks Commercial knows reliability, longevity and comfort are important in a tool. That’s why the entire line of Greenworks Commercial tools is powered by 

brushless motor technology. Brushless motors deliver more torque and power to your tools while reducing battery consumption as well as weight, size and vibrations 

for precise, fatigue-free work.

Greenworks Commercial brushless motors reduce friction and wear, extending the life of the motor. Brushless technology also provides extended run times and more 

power while being lighter-weight and quiet, making the entire product line perfect for noise sensitive areas.

WARRANTY
 All Greenworks Commercial tools and batteries 
 are covered by a two-year warranty.YEARS

2
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 BATTERY 
TECHNOLOGY & PERFORMANCE

ITEM 
#GC 400

Rapid Battery ChargerCHARGER FEATURES

TECHNOLOGY: 
Advanced electronic control optimizes 
performance for a quick charge

CHARGE TIMES*: 

2.5 Ah Standard Battery: 36 minutes

4.0 Ah Extended Battery: 60 minutes

5.0 Ah Extended Battery: 75 minutes

900 Wh Backpack: 180 minutes

*Charge times based on a fully depleted battery

ITEM 
#GL 500

Extended 5.0 Ah BatteryExtended 4.0 Ah Battery
ITEM 
#GL 400

Standard 2.5 Ah Battery
ITEM 
#GL 250

BATTERY FEATURES

POWER: 
Premium lithium-ion power cells provides 
long-lasting 82-volt performance

TECHNOLOGY: 
Advanced electronic control optimizes battery 
performance on the tool and on the charger

VERSATILITY: 
One battery powers ALL Greenworks 
Commercial 82-volt products

DURABILITY: 
Rugged construction for job site reliability

DISPLAY: 
LED charge indicator shows remaining 
battery power for job site efficiency
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900 Wh Backpack Battery**

Battery Waist Pack**

Battery Waist Pack 
Storage Compartments

ITEM 
#GL 900

ITEM 
#AWP 100

ITEM 
#AWP 200

(not pictured)

BACKPACK FEATURES

POWER: 
Equivalent of (5) 2.5 Ah batteries

ERGONOMIC DESIGN: 
Padded shoulder straps for user comfort 
and extended use

CHARGING: 
Fully charges in 3 hours

DISPLAY: 
Convenient LCD display indicator shows remaining 
battery power for job site efficiency

**Not to be used with Greenworks Commercial 82-volt Lawn Mower, 
    Pole Saw or Chainsaw

WAIST PACK FEATURES

COMPATIBILITY: 
Can be used with 2.5 Ah, 4.0 Ah, 
and 5.0 Ah 82-volt batteries

ERGONOMIC DESIGN: 
Padded shoulder straps for comfort and less user fatigue

SIZING: 
Adjustable comfort belt can adjusts to fit most 
waist sizes from S to XXXL

WEIGHT: 
69-inch extension cord for greater maneuverability

CORD: 
Waist belt reduces work fatigue by relocating 
the battery weight to your waist

VERSATILITY: 
Adapter battery fits 82-volt hand-held outdoor 
power tools** to reduce weight and lessen fatigue

**Not to be used with Greenworks Commercial 82-volt Lawn Mower, 
    Pole Saw or Chainsaw

8
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BRUSHLESS 
STRING TRIMMER
ITEM #GT 160

The GT 160 String Trimmer combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless motor technology to power through every job 

from routine maintenance to intensive trimming with a 16-inch cutting path. The brushless motor provides high torque, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all while 

decreasing vibrations and noise levels. The GT 160 String Trimmer easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier without 

bothering clients, making it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: die-cast gear box for high torque, aluminum shaft for 

reduced weight, durable easy wind head for less down time. This robust, powerful and lightweight string trimmer perfectly eliminates tall, dense grass and woody 

weeds, and is ideal for finishing work.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 25 minutes 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 35 minutes 

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 41 minutes 

900 W BACKPACK:  Up to 90 minutes 

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers more torque, 
quiet operation, and longer life

CUTTING PATH: 
16-inch cutting path with a .095-inch 
twisted dual line bump feed head

ERGONOMIC DESIGN: 
Brushless top mounted motor allows for superior 
balance and ergonomics while trimming

TRIGGER: 
Electric start with variable speed trigger options
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- 16-inch cutting path with 
 a .095-inch twisted dual 
 line bump-feed head

- Power equivalent to 32cc 
 gas engine

- Brushless motor delivers 
 more torque and longer life

- Dedicated solid shaft and
 variable speed trigger

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- Up to 50% less noise 
 than gas protects your
 hearing and allows you to
 start jobs earlier without  
 disrupting clients 

- Top mounted motor
 combined with an 
 aluminum straight shaft 
 provides superior balance 
 and ergonomics

- Up to 5x less vibration than 
 gas reduces user fatigue 
 and extends the work day

- No cords – simply pull the
 trigger to start

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
AXIAL BLOWER
ITEM #GB 500

The GB 500 Axial Blower combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless motor technology to power through every job from 

routine clean-up to light debris clearing. The brushless motor provides longer run times, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all while decreasing vibrations and noise 

levels. The GB 500 Axial Blower easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier without bothering clients, making it perfect 

for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: axial fan design for increased airflow, magnesium motor construction for lightweight 

operation, cruise control for less user fatigue, durable steel tube ring.  This powerful and lightweight blower is great for clearing grass clippings, leaves and debris.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers longer run times, 
quiet operation, and longer life

POWER: 
Axial fan design delivers up to 500 CFM/125 MPH
to blow through leaves and debris

TRIGGER: 
Variable speed trigger delivers on-demand power

ERGONOMIC DESIGN: 
Up to 10x less vibration than gas blowers

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 17 minutes 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 26 minutes 

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 34 minutes 

900 W BACKPACK:  Up to 84 minutes 
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- Up to 500CFM at 125MPH 
 blows through grass, leaves 
 and debris with ease

- Brushless motor delivers 
 longer run times and longer 
 life

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- 60 dB as measured per 
 ANSI B 175.2 protects your 
 hearing and allows you 
 to start jobs earlier without 
 disrupting clients 

- 49% lighter than leading 
 58V competitor

- Up to 10x less vibration 
 than gas reduces user 
 fatigue and extends the 
 work day

- Eliminates pull cords – 
 simply pull the trigger 
 to start

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
DEDICATED AXIAL BLOWER
ITEM #GB 600

The GB 600 Dedicated Axial Blower combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless motor technology to power through 

every job from routine maintenance to serious debris clearing. The brushless motor provides longer run times, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all while 

decreasing vibrations and noise levels. The GB 600 Dedicated Axial Blower easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier 

without bothering clients, making it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: axial fan design for increased airflow, 

magnesium motor construction for lightweight operation, cruise control for less user fatigue, durable steel tube ring.  With the battery weight shifted to the back in 

a Waist Pack or Backpack battery, user fatigue is drastically reduced. This powerful ultra-lightweight blower is perfect for clearing tough grass clippings, stubborn 

leaves and serious debris.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES* 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 15 minutes 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 21 minutes 

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 27 minutes 

900 W BACKPACK:  Up to 66 minutes

*GB 600 requires use of AWP 100 or GL 900.

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers longer run times, 
quiet operation, and longer life

POWER: 
Axial fan design delivers up to 600 CFM/150 MPH
to blow through leaves and debris

CRUISE CONTROL: 
Variable speed trigger delivers on-demand power

ERGONOMIC DESIGN: 
Up to 10x less vibration than gas blowers
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- Up to 600CFM at 150MPH 
 blows through grass, leaves 
 and debris with ease

- Brushless motor delivers 
 longer run times and longer 
 life

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- Up to 50% less noise than 
 gas protects your hearing 
 and allows you to start jobs
 earlier without disrupting
 clients 

- Dedicated plug-in cord
 shifts battery weight from
 your arm with Waist Pack
 or Backpack battery 

- Up to 10x less vibration
 than gas reduces user
 fatigue and extends the
 work day

- Eliminates pull cords –
 simply pull the trigger 
 to start

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
BACKPACK BLOWER
ITEM #GBB 600

The GBB 600 Backpack Blower combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless electric motor technology to power 

through every job from routine maintenance to serious debris clearing. The brushless motor provides longer run times, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all while 

decreasing vibrations and noise levels. The GBB 600 Backpack Blower easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier without 

bothering clients, making it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. With the battery weight shifted to the back, user fatigue is drastically reduced. Professionally engineered 

and constructed product: axial fan design for increased airflow, magnesium motor construction for lightweight operation, cruise control for less user fatigue. This 

powerful backpack blower is perfect for clearing tough grass clippings, stubborn leaves and serious debris.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 19 minutes 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 26 minutes 

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 35 minutes 

900 W BACKPACK:  – –

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers longer run times, 
quiet operation, and longer life

POWER: 
Axial fan design delivers up to 600 CFM/150 MPH
to blow through leaves and debris 

VIBRATION: 
Up to 10x less vibration than gas powered equivalent

CRUISE CONTROL: 
Variable speed trigger delivers on-demand power

ERGONOMIC DESIGN: 
Up to 50% less noise than gas backpack blowers
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- Up to 600CFM at 150MPH 
 blows through grass, leaves 
 and debris with ease

- Brushless motor delivers 
 longer run times and longer 
 life

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- Up to 50% less noise than 
 gas protects your hearing 
 and allows you to start jobs 
 earlier without disrupting 
 clients 

- Up to 10x less vibration
 than gas reduces user
 fatigue and extends the
 work day

- Eliminates pull cords –
 simply pull the trigger 
 to start

- Hand trigger allows start 
 and stop without removing 
 the backpack

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
HEDGE TRIMMER
ITEM #GH 260

The GH 260 Hedge Trimmer combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless electric motor technology to power through 

every job from routine maintenance to thick and tough shrubbery with 4400 strokes per minute. The brushless motor provides more torque, zero-maintenance and 

zero-exhaust all while decreasing vibrations and noise levels. The GH 260 Hedge Trimmer easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your 

day earlier without bothering clients, making it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: magnesium gear box for light 

weight operation, anti-jam technology, laser cut blades for cleaner cuts, rotating rear handle for trimming at multiple angles.  This powerful, easy-to-maneuver and 

lightweight hedge trimmer is excellent for both controlled sculpting and general hedge trimming.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 84 minutes 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 135 minutes 

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 168 minutes 

900 W BACKPACK:  Up to 420 minutes

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers longer run times, 
quiet operation, and longer life

POWER: 
26-inch laser cut steel blade delivers 4,400 strokes 
per minute

TRIGGER: 
Electric start with blade reverse feature to free jams

CONVENIENCE: 
180-degree rotating handle allows easy trimming 
at multiple angles

CUTTING WIDTH: 
3/4-inch cutting width to easily cut through 
the thickest hedges
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- 26-inch laser cut dual 
 action steel blade for 
 optimal cutting performance 
 and durability 

- 4,400 strokes per minute
 brushless motor delivers
 more torque and longer life

- Durable die cast 
 magnesium gear box to 
 withstand heavy use

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- Up to 50% less noise 
 than gas protects your 
 hearing and allows you 
 to start jobs earlier without 
 disrupting clients   

- Innovative 180º rotating 
 rear handle provides easy 
 trimming at multiple angles

- Jam release feature 
 reverses blade at the 
 push of a button to safely 
 free jams

- Up to 5x less vibration than 
 gas reduces user fatigue 
 and extends the work day

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
CHAINSAW
ITEM #GS 180

The GS 180 Chainsaw combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless motor technology to power through every job 

from routine maintenance to felling trees with an 18-inch Oregon bar and chain. The brushless motor provides high torque, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all 

while decreasing vibrations and noise levels. The GS 180 Chainsaw easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier without 

bothering clients, making it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: gear reduced for higher torque output, electronic 

chain brake for user safety, auto-oiler with oil view window, aluminum wrap around handle and steel bucking spikes.  This tough, powerful and lightweight chainsaw 

is ideal for cutting firewood, trimming and felling trees or doing forestry work.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 175 cuts* 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  – –

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  – –

900 W BACKPACK:  – –

*Use of Greenworks Commercial 4.0Ah, 5.0Ah, Backpack 
  battery or Waist Pack not recommended or encouraged.

*Cuts through 4x4 lumber.

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers more torque, 
quiet operation, and longer life

POWER: 
Equivalent to a 35cc gas engine, chain speed of 16 m/s

BAR & CHAIN: 
Features a 18-inch Oregon® bar and chain for reliability
with and easy side-tensioning for quick adjustments

SAFETY: 
Metal wrap around handle, steel bucking spikes, 
and electronic chain brake keeps the user safe

LUBRICATION: 
Auto-oiler keeps the chain lubricated 
for the best cutting performance
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- 18-inch Oregon® bar and 
 chain with side adjust chain 
 tensioning

- Additional 16-inch Oregon® 
 bar and chain included

- Power equivalent to 
 35cc gas engine, with chain  
 speed 16 m/s

- Brushless 1.5 kWh motor  
 delivers more torque and  
 longer life

- Electronic chain brake for 
 safe operation

- Auto-oiler keeps chain 
 lubricated

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- Up to 50% less noise than 
 gas protects your hearing 
 and allows you to start 
 jobs earlier without 
 disrupting clients   

- Steel bucking spikes and 
 durable metal wrap around 
 handle provide increased 
 leverage and stability

- Up to 5x less vibration than 
 gas reduces user fatigue 
 and extends the work day

- Eliminates pull cords – 
 simply pull the trigger 
 to start

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
POLE SAW
ITEM #GS 100

The GS 100 Pole Saw combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless motor technology to power through every job from 

routine maintenance to trimming high branches with easy. The brushless motor provides high torque, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all while decreasing 

vibrations and noise levels. The GS 100 Pole Saw easily starts by pulling the trigger and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier without bothering clients, 

making it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: 27° angled head for a safe overhead work, quick connect aluminum 

shaft, auto-oiler with transparent oil tank, tool-less chain tensioning. This tough, powerful and lightweight pole saw is ideal for trimming and pruning hard to reach 

branches.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 105 cuts* 

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 195 cuts*

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 240 cuts*

900 W BACKPACK:  – –

*Cuts through 4x4 lumber.

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers longer run times, 
quiet operation, and longer life

BAR & CHAIN: 
Features a 10-inch Oregon® bar and chain for reliability
with easy side-tensioning for quick adjustments

QUICK CONNECT: 
Durable 3-piece aluminum alloy shaft with quick connects 
assemble fast to allow for a 8-foot to 12-foot reach

ANGLED HEAD: 
27-degree angled head allows for safer overhead 
working conditions

LUBRICATION: 
Auto-oiler keeps the chain lubricated 
for the best cutting performance
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- 10-inch Oregon® bar and 
 chain with side adjust chain 
 tensioning

- 3-piece aluminum alloy 
 shaft for 8-foot to 12-foot 
 reach, extension included

- Quick connections make 
 assembly and disassembly
   fast and easy 

- Brushless motor delivers 
 more torque and longer life 

- Auto-oiler keeps chain 
 lubricated

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- 27-degree angled head 
 allows safer overhead 
 working conditions

- Eliminates pull cords – 
 simply pull the trigger 
 to start

- Up to 5x less vibration than 
 gas reduces user fatigue 
 and extends the work day

- Up to 50% less noise than 
 gas protects your hearing 
 and allows you to start 
 jobs earlier without 
 disrupting clients

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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BRUSHLESS 
LAWN MOWER
ITEM #GM 210

The GM 210 3-in-1 Lawn Mower combines the Greenworks Commercial 82-volt lithium-ion battery with superior brushless motor technology to power through every 

job from routine maintenance to serious mowing. The brushless motor provides high torque, zero-maintenance and zero-exhaust all while decreasing vibrations and 

noise levels. The GM 210 3-in-1 Lawn Mower easily starts by pushing a button and is so quiet it allows you to start your day earlier without bothering clients, making 

it perfect for noise-sensitive sites. Professionally engineered and constructed product: durable 21” steel deck with protective bull bar and rugged ball bearing wheels, 

SmartCut ™ load-sensing technology automatically adjusts speed from 2800rpm – 3200rpm to extend run time or increase power, single lever height adjustment. This 

powerful lawn mower is ideal for tract home lots, hard to access areas and perimeter work.

PRODUCT RUN TIMES 

2.5 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 35 minutes  

4.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 66 minutes 

5.0 Ah BATTERY:  Up to 84 minutes 

900 W BACKPACK:  – –

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY: 
Brushless motor delivers more torque, 
quiet operation, and longer life

STEEL DECK: 
21-inch steel deck with 3-in-1 design allows you 
to mulch, side discharge or bag

PUSH BUTTON START: 
Instant push button start for quick and easy operation

7-HEIGHT POSITIONS: 
A single-lever adjusts all 4 wheels simultaneously 
to 7 different heights for easy adjustment

VERTICAL STORAGE: 
Handle folds down for easy transportation and storage
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COMMERCIAL POWER:

- 21-inch steel deck with 
 3-in-1 design allows you 
 to mulch, side discharge 
 or bag

- SmartCut™ load-sensing 
 technology automatically 
 adjusts blade speed to 
 improve performance and 
 extend run time

- Brushless motor delivers 
 more torque and longer life

USER / CLIENT FRIENDLY:

- Up to 50% less noise than 
 gas protects your hearing 
 and allows you to start jobs 
 earlier without disrupting 
 clients 

- Up to 10x less vibration
 than gas reduces user
 fatigue and extends the 
 work day

- 7 cutting heights from 
 1-3/8-inch to 3-3/4-inch
 with a single lever 
 adjustment

ENVIRONMENTAL:

- Zero emissions

- Zero exhaust

- No fuel, oil mix or stabilizer 
 required

- Recyclable battery

COST EFFECTIVE:

- Save in annual operating
 costs – no fuel, no mix, 
 no oil to change, 
 no replacing spark plugs 
 or air filters

- Zero engine maintenance
 means zero down time 

- 2-Year tool warranty
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COMING SOON    COMING SOON   COMING SOON   

BRUSHLESS  
STRING TRIMMER
ITEM #GTA 160

- Brushless Motor

- Attachment Capable

- 16-inch Cutting Path

- 0.095-inch Twisted Dual Line

- Bump Feed Head

BRUSHLESS  
STICK EDGER
ITEM #GE 080

- Brushless Motor

- 8-inch Blade

- Cast Blade Guard

- Ergonomically Balanced

- Variable Speed Trigger
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COMING SOON    COMING SOON   COMING SOON   

BRUSHLESS  
BACKPACK BLOWER
ITEM #GBB 640

- Brushless Motor

- 640 CFM / 190 MPH

- Dual Battery Port with Automatic Switch Over

- Variable Speed Trigger

- Cruise Control

BRUSHLESS  
CHAINSAW
ITEM #GS 181

- Brushless 2.5 kWh Motor

- 22 m/s Chain Speed

- Equivalent to 45cc gas engine

- 18-inch Oregon® Bar and Chain

- Extra 16-inch Oregon Bar and Chain and Hard Case Included

- Metal Wrap Around Handle

- Steel Bucking Spikes

- Chain Brake

- Auto-oiler
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BRUSHLESS  
DEDICATED HEDGE TRIMMER
ITEM #GHD 260

- Brushless Motor

- 26-inch Laser Cut Dual Action Blades

- 1-inch Cutting Capacity

- 3000 SPM

- Magnesium Gear Box

- 180-degree Rotating Handle

- Waist Pack or Backpack Battery Required

BRUSHLESS  
POLE HEDGE TRIMMER
ITEM #GHX 200

- Brushless Motor

- 20-inch Laser Cut Dual Action Blades

- 1-inch Cut Capacity

- 3000 SPM

- Magnesium Gear Box

- 9 Step Articulating Head from -45-degrees to 90-degrees
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BRUSHLESS SELF-PROPELLED 
LAWN MOWER
ITEM #GMS 210

- Brushless Motor

- 21-inch Steel Deck

- Real Wheel Drive System

- Dual Battery Port with Automatic Switch Over

- SmartCut™ Load-sensing Technology 

- Single Lever Height Adjustment for 7 heights  
  from 1-3/8-inch to 3-3/4-inch

BRUSHLESS SELF-PROPELLED 
LAWN MOWER
ITEM #GMS 250

- Brushless Motor

- 25-inch Steel Deck

- Real Wheel Drive System

- Dual Battery Port with Automatic Switch Over

- SmartCut™ Load-sensing Technology 

- Single Lever Height Adjustment for 7 heights  
  from 1-3/8-inch to 3-3/4-inch
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BRUSHLESS  
CULTIVATOR
ITEM #GTL 100

- Brushless Motor

- 10-inch Tilling Width

- 5-inch Tilling Depth

- Steel Guard

- Bike Handles

- Adjustable Removable Wheels

- 2 Year Tool Warranty

- 2 Year Battery Warranty
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48-INCH STAND-ON
ZERO TURN MOWER
ITEM #GZM 480S

- 82-Volt Battery System

- 13.8 kw Lithium-Ion Battery

- Up to 6 Hours of Working Time

- 48-inch Steel Deck

- (3) 1.5 kw Brushless Blade Motors

- Blade Speed 2800 - 3600 RPM

- (2) 1.7 kw Brushless Drive Motors

- Coil Suspension Platform

- Single Lever Height Adjustment 
  from 1-1/2-inches to 6-inches

- LCD Display

- Push Button Start

- LED Headlights

- 2 Year Frame Warranty

- 3 Year Battery and Motor Warranty
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60-INCH RIDE-ON
ZERO TURN MOWER
ITEM #GMS 210

- 82-Volt Battery System

- 13.8 kw Lithium-Ion Battery

- Up to 4.5 Hours of Working Time

- 60-inch Steel Deck

- (3) 1.5 kw Brushless Blade Motors

- Blade Speed 2800 - 3200 RPM

- (2) 1.7 kw Brushless Drive Motors

- Single Lever Height Adjustment 
  from 1-1/2-inches to 6-inches

- LCD Display

- Push Button Start

- LED Headlights

- 2 Year Frame Warranty

- 3 Year Battery and Motor Warranty
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MODEL # DESCRIPTION L W H LBS. MASTER 
QTY PG #

GL 250 82-volt 2.5 Ah Lithium-Ion Battery 7.6 5.75 3.6 3.6 8 7

GL 400 82-volt 4.0 Ah Lithium-Ion Battery     8.8 5.75 3.6 5.8 8 7

GL 500 82-volt 5.0 Ah Lithium-Ion Battery   8.8 5.75 3.6 6.2 8 7

GL 900 82-volt Backpack Battery 14.2 11 15.2 13.5 1 8

AWP 100 82-volt Battery Harness Carrying System 13.5 11.5 5.7 4.8 1 8

GC 400 82-volt Rapid Charger                       9.25 7.8 5 3.4 16 7

GT 160 82-volt Brushless String Trimmer                 71 8.25 7.25 15.8 1 9

GB 500 82-volt Brushless Axial Blower             25.25 9.8 11.1 8 1 11

GB 600 82-volt Brushless Dedicated Axial Blower        19.2 10 11 6.8 1 13

GBB 600 82-volt Brushless Backpack Blower 22.5 17.7 9 12 1 15

GH 260 82-volt Brushless Hedge Trimmer               46.25 8.25 9.5 13.6 1 17

GS 180 82-volt Brushless Chainsaw             35.8 12.25 11.25 21.4 1 19

GS 100 82-volt Brushless Pole Saw 6 52 14 14 1 21

GM 210 82-volt Brushless Lawn Mower                34.5 23.6” 17.6 76.4 1 23

AS 180 18-inch Bar & Chain Combo 28.5 6 0.25 2.2 18 ---

AS 160 16-inch Bar & Chain Combo 24 5 0.25 1.8 18 ---

AS 181 18-inch Chain 7.5 4.25 1 0.4 30 ---

AS 161 16-inch Chain 7.5 4.25 1 0.3 24 ---

AS 100 10-inch Bar 16.5 3.5 0.25 1 10 ---

AS 101 10-inch Chain 7.5 4.25 1 0.2 24 ---

AM 210 21-inch Deck Mower Blade 20 2 0.05 1.2 20 ---

AT 105 0.105-inch  3 lb. Spool Round String 7.75 7.75 4.5 3.8 30 ---

AT 095 0.095-inch 3 lb. Spool Twist String 7.75 7.75 4.5 3.8 30 ---

AT 160 String Trimmer Head 4.5 2.75 4.5 1 80 ---

AS 001 Chainsaw Safety Chaps 13 4 10 2.6 4 ---

AS 002 Arborist Helmet 9 4.5 11 1.0 4 ---

AS 003 Chainsaw Helmet 12 9 6.5 1.6 4 ---

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION:
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